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PLEASE MAKE NOTE OF THE TENNESSEE AFP’S
NEW EMAIL ADDRESS – tnafp@tnafp.org
The previous email – tnafp@bellsouth.net – has not been accessible to the
TNAFP since the middle of February. If you sent any emails to tnafp@bellsouth.net
since the middle of February, TNAFP is not able to access them.
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Sherry L. Robbins, M.D.

A

s I write this final President’s Corner message, my
term is entering the downhill slide. On October
31st, I will hand over the reins to Dr. Ty Webb
and fade back into the background among the cobwebs to
wherever it is that past presidents go. In many ways, it all
seems like a dream (on a couple of occasions, more like a
nightmare), and I may wonder if it really happened after
it ends. In all honesty, I know that it has been one of the
highlights of my life, and I remain amazed that I have
been privileged to have the experience.
One of my favorite memories will be representing the
TNAFP at the Safe Stars kickoff, along with Dr. Walter
Fletcher and Cathy Dyer in Nashville. The Safe Stars
program is a safety-promoting rating system for children’s
sports leagues which serves to help parents and others
evaluate the degree of safety training and preparedness of
these organizations. (Check out details about Safe Stars at
the TN Department of Health website. Link is provided
on the TNAFP website: www.tnafp.org). It was such an
upbeat launch of a program that means a lot to me, since
I have a passion for preventative care.
I also got to represent the Academy at the Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine awards ceremony. I took a
moment to explain a little about family medicine to the
audience and had the privilege of presenting the TNAFP
Outstanding Graduating Medical Student award to a truly
amazing individual; Kaitlyn Weeber. I wish that the other
participating schools offered such a moment for us to
make a formal presentation.
Although I think my speech went well and garnered a
few laughs, it was clearly eclipsed by that of the class president. He spoke about kopi luwak coffee (you may remember it as the favorite beverage of Jack Nicholson’s character
in The Bucket List) and how medical students are like the
coffee beans that the civets eat. The medical schools are
like the digestive tracts of the animals as they churn, grind,
pressure, and process the beans, extracting some elements
and adding others, until a rare and magnificent new creation
is born…in our case, a physician. His final comment to his
classmates was, “So, let your sh__ shine!” Sublime in its
poetic analogy to the grueling medical school experience
that produces a completely different individual, surely a
better graduation speech was never given!
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I also got to hear an inspiring speech at the Annual
Chapter Leader Forum (ACLF)/National Conference of
Constituency Leaders (NCCL) meeting in Kansas City this
year. Derreck Kayongo of the Global Soap Project spoke
about his life and how he was inspired to collect used soap
from hotels, which his company now recycles into soap for
countries in need. His project is helping to reduce disease
and death in several communities in Africa. His story
demonstrates how need generates creativity and how one
person can truly make a difference on a global scale.
Another aspect of the ACLF/NCCL meeting that I
especially enjoyed was the Chapter Presidents’ Lunch. With
the help of a facilitator, we chose a number of issues that
were thought to be important for discussion, followed by a
brainstorming session. It was reassuring to find so many
of us in agreement on various issues affecting family
physicians. However, we ran out of time, just before we
broached the topic of gun control, which might have
generated a less harmonious atmosphere!
This year, the TNAFP Board of Directors has looked
into whether a plan to work toward funding all five (the
maximum number of voting delegates) Special Constituency
representatives to attend the NCCL would be in the best
interest of the TNAFP. This item landed on the agenda for
two main reasons: First, some of the TNAFP leaders who
have served at the national level have observed that a large
number of the resolutions that are being presented at the
AAFP Congress of Delegates are coming from the NCCL
meeting. Secondly, the recently successful candidates for
elected positions at the AAFP have cited the NCCL experience
and contacts made there as being pivotal to their successful
campaigns. In other words, it has become evident that if
the TNAFP wishes to have successful candidates at the
national level, maximization of representation at NCCL
seems to be an essential component of such a plan, given
the way the AAFP is currently structured. The Board
challenged the Executive Committee to devise a plan by
which such full representation could be accomplished.
Over time, it also had become evident that there were
strong feelings associated with the issue and some individuals expressed concern that they did not feel free to openly
vote their conscience or to speak their minds. So, the Board
voted to allow a secret ballot and to accept written comments

to be shared anonymously. I believe
that everyone ultimately felt that their
opinions were valued and respected.
The EC was sensitive to the concern
that there needs to be good communication between the Board and the
Special Constituency Representatives
and stipulated that they must represent the agenda of the TNAFP at
NCCL. A call for submission of
applications to represent the TNAFP
at the 2019 AAFP National Conference of Special Constituencies next
April is included in this issue of the
Tennessee Family Physician.
I was scheduled to attend the
AAFP National Conference of Family
Medicine Residents and Medical
Students, but the weather had other
plans. Apparently, somewhere along
the route, it was bad enough that
the airline rescheduled flights to the
extent that all the special accommodations that I needed with my recent
knee injury (more on that later) fell
apart, and I couldn’t make it in time
for the TNAFP reception nor even
the following morning sessions. I am
very grateful that Dr. Gregg Mitchell
pitched in and played host for the
event in my absence!
On a happier note, the final major
trip I plan to make for the TNAFP
will be to the Southeastern Family
Medicine Forum Conference in
Amelia Island, Florida. My daughter,
who has not seen a beach in 12 years,
is planning to ride along. Naturally,
since making the hotel reservation,
I have read about problems with
sharks, jellyfish, sea lice, and, of
course, crocodiles in Florida! The
most recent news was someone dying
from a bacterial (Vibrio vulnificus)
infection from eating oysters in
Sarasota. Additionally, in mid-August
I understand that the hurricane
season will be in effect, probably
even before the dog days of summer
officially end. Sounds like we are

doomed, but whatever may stand
between us and time on a beach will
just have to be overcome!
However, if my knee does not
improve, I may not be able to walk in
the sand. I apparently tore my medial
meniscus and thoroughly insulted
other adjacent anatomical parts, so
I am on crutches and giving new
meaning to the term “lame duck
president.” It is said that the U.S.
Presidents typically leave their terms
looking much older than when they
took office. Recently, my daughter
and I ate at a Shoney’s restaurant
and the waitress gave me the “Senior
discount” without bothering to
ask whether I qualified. Since that
happened just a few days after my
birthday, it was particularly not
appreciated, although my daughter
enjoyed it immensely. I guess I’m

really showing the effects of my
term of office!
I want to end by thanking all of you
for your support. After being a member
of this organization for over a quarter
of a century (geez, I AM old), I have
grown to love it. It has given back
to me many friendships, wonderful
memories, educational/ professional/
networking value, and an extended
family. It is my sincere hope that others
who love it will step forward and be
counted among its leaders. I’d also
like to especially thank Cathy Dyer
for all the long hours she has put in
for the TNAFP this year and for the
patient support and wise counsel she
has given me. May God bless the
TNAFP and all that it serves!
Sherry L. Robbins, M.D., Knoxville
TNAFP President
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EDITORIAL

Feeding the
Body and Soul

A

s Americans, we often forget the power of food.
In our hurried world, we never stop to think
about what we are putting in our bodies and
the real reason that we need to eat. We rush through the
drive-thru on our way to kids’ games. We have areas that
do not have a grocery store or farmers’ market. Families
eat potato logs and fried chicken for dinner. People have
forgotten how to grocery shop and prepare meals. Families
no longer sit down to a meal together. Our society has
forgotten the medicinal, spiritual and relational power of
wholesome food.
Americans are burdened with an unbelievable number
of chronic medical problems and sky-rocketing medical
costs. Everyone is searching for a solution that is in plain
sight—food. Well-designed studies repeatedly illustrate
that whole grains, fruit, vegetables and lean proteins are
powerful medicines. They may even prevent cancer and
debilitating neurological diseases. Unfortunately, physicians do not know how to prescribe these reasonably
priced medicines, and we definitely do not have the skills
to teach our patients.
Fortunately, medical schools are starting to think
outside of the box. Tulane’s Goldring Center for Culinary

Kim Howerton, M.D.

Medicine has developed a curriculum that partners chefs,
dieticians, attendings and medical students. The University
of California-Irvine Department of Family Medicine
teaches students and patients how to make healthy food
choices to treat hypertension, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia
and prevent many other diseases. Medical students and
chefs work together in the kitchen to prepare healthy,
flavorful, and economical meals. They are proving that
food can be the medicine that the doctor ordered.
Food, especially growing food, also feeds the soul. In
Genesis, chapter 2, God calls us to steward the land. He
placed Adam and Eve in the garden and told them to till
and keep it. The simple act of sowing seeds, tending the
garden; harvesting and finally preparing a meal draws us
closer to our Creator. It is humbling and exhilarating to watch
a small seed grow into something that sustains our bodies.
Just as medical schools have recognized the relationship
between food and medicine, seminaries have also recognized the relationship between farming and faith. Duke
offers a degree in agrarian theology. Seminaries are
teaching, discussing and praying in the fields. Churches
are starting to plant gardens that feed the needy. The
people are fulfilling His command to feed the least of
us. Food feeds the soul.
Food also builds relationships. It is difficult to see skin
color when everyone is covered in compost and manure.
Working side by side erases superficial differences and
open conversations. People share their times of happiness,
anxiety, stress and sadness. It is amazing how an hour in
the garden brings clarity and peace. Planting, pulling
weeds, harvesting and preparing a meal bring us closer
together. Digging in dirt and eating pot luck meals made
from the harvest unite people from all walks of life. We
celebrate life’s moments together.
We know that manual labor, sunlight and relationships
are good for our body, mind, and soul. We are truly healthier
when we work together. Growing and eating wholesome
food may be the medicine that heals our country.
Kim Howerton, M.D., Jackson
Co-Editor
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TENNESSEE AFP’S 70TH ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC ASSEMBLY
October 29–November 2, 2018, Park Vista DoubleTree Hotel, Gatlinburg

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!
Program/registration brochures were mailed to members in June for the Tennessee AFP’s 70th Annual Scientific
Assembly in Gatlinburg, October 29-November 2. If you
have not received your Tennessee AFP Program/Registration Brochure for this year’s annual meeting, please notify
the Tennessee AFP office for one to be mailed to you, or
you can access and print a copy from the TNAFP website
at www.tnafp.org.
Two options are being offered on Tuesday for additional
CME credits:
1. 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. — Optional Knowledge
Assessment (KSA) Study Group on “Cerebrovascular
Disease” — by James D. Holt, M.D., Johnson City,
and Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson (approved for 8
prescribed credits)
2. 12:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. — Optional Workshop on
“Eight Points of Light to Improve Your Health” —
by Erick Bulawa, M.D., Medical Director of the
Metabolic, Weight Management and Lifestyle Center,

Greeneville, TN (approved for 2 prescribed credits)
At the end of the scientific sessions on Friday from 11:30
am. to 1:30 p.m. “Pain Management and Opioids: Balancing Risks and Benefits” will be offered, with Katherine E,
Galluzzi, D.O., C.M.D., dist., Philadelphia, PA. This course
will meet the requirement which was effective July 1, 2014
that at least two (2) hours every two years of the total required
40 hours specifically must address controlled substance
prescribing with inclusion of the Tennessee Clinical Practice
Guidelines for Outpatient Management of Chronic Pain,
to maintain your Tennessee medical license. If you cannot
attend the entire Tennessee AFP Scientific Assembly, you
can register for just the “Pain Management and Opioids:
Balancing Risks and Benefits” at a registration fee of $75.00.
Please, refer to the program/registration brochure for
more details on all topics and speakers during the annual
scientific assembly.
We hope to see you in Gatlinburg the end of October/
first of November!

Amendments to the Constitution & Bylaws
for Consideration by the 2018 Tennessee
AFP Congress of Delegates
There are no Constitution & Bylaw Amendments to be presented to the 2018 Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians’
Congress of Delegates.

Resolutions for Introduction to the
2018 Tennessee AFP Congress
At the time of publication of this Fall issue of Tennessee Family Physician, no Resolutions had been received for
the 2018 Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians’ Congress of Delegates meeting on Tuesday, October 30.
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SLATE OF NOMINEES FOR 2019 TENNESSEE AFP
OFFICERS & BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT:
Ty Webb, M.D., Sparta

DISTRICT 10
Director:
O. Lee Berkenstock, M.D., Cordova

PRESIDENT-ELECT:
Jerry K. Wilson, M.D., Milan

Alternate Director:
Raymond Walker, M.D., Bartlett

VICE PRESIDENT:
Daniel Lewis, M.D., Greeneville
SECRETARY-TREASURER:
Jim Holt, M.D., Johnson City
SPEAKER OF THE CONGRESS:
T. Michael Helton, M.D., Brentwood
VICE SPEAKER OF THE CONGRESS:
Gregory Blake, M.D., Knoxville
DELEGATE TO THE A.A.F.P.:
Alan Wallstedt, M.D., Brentwood
ALTERNATE DELEGATE TO THE A.A.F.P.:
Daniel Lewis, M.D., Greeneville

BOARD DIRECTORS & ALTERNATE
DIRECTORS:

MIORITIES
Director:
Medhat Kalliny, M.D., Nashville
Alternate Director:
Cathy Hammond-Moulton, M.D., Brentwood
NEW PHYS
Director:
Craig Wright, M.D., Brentwood
Alternate Director:
Leah Warren Gilliam, M.D., Lexington
WOMEN
Director:
Katherine Hall, M.D., Athens

DISTRICT 2
Director:
Kenneth Bielak, M.D., Knoxville

Alternate Director:
Peggy Sue Brooks, M.D., Kingsport

Alternate Director:
Chase Wilson, M.D., Knoxville

RESIDENT
Director:
Nicholas Conley, M.D., Meharry, Nashville

DISTRICT 4
Director:
Kenneth Beaty, M.D., Livingston

Alternate Director:
Justin Turner, M.D., UT, Jackson

Alternate Director:
Rebecca Sprouse, M.D., Carthage

Resident nominees listed in alphabetical order.
The Resident receiving the largest number of
votes at the Tennessee AFP Congress will serve
as Director; and the Resident receiving the
2nd largest number of votes will serve as
Alternate Director.

DISTRICT 6
Director:
Vanessa Streicher, D.O., Murfreesboro
Alternate Director:
Leah Connors Banker, M.D., Murfreesboro

STUDENT
Director:
Lauren Barr, Vanderbilt, Nashville

DISTRICT 8
Director:
Jason Goolsby, D.O., Jackson

Alternate Director:
Christopher Williams, UT, Memphis

Alternate Director:
Ryan Bartz, D.O., Selmer
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MEMBERS OF THE 2018
TENNESSEE AFP CONGRESS OF DELEGATES
Speaker: James D. Holt, M.D., Johnson City
Vice Speaker: T. Michael Helton, M.D., Brentwood

DISTRICT:

DELEGATES:

ALTERNATE DELEGATES:

DISTRICT 1 (John Sevier Chapter)

Amylyn Crawford, M.D., Kingsport
Beth Anne Fox, M.D., Kingsport
Andrew McCormick, M.D., Johnson City

Peggy Sue Brooks, M.D., Kingsport
-open-open-

DISTRICT 2 (Tennessee Valley Chapter) Kenneth M. Bielak, M.D., Knoxville
Irina Lavrik, M.D., Farragut
G. Anthony Wilson, M.D., Knoxville

Gregory Blake, M.D., Knoxville
Wes Dean, M.D., Powell
G. Chase Wilson, M.D., Knoxville

DISTRICT 3 (Chris Graves Chapter)

William T. Bates, III, D.O., Cleveland
Leslie C. Griffin, M.D., Chattanooga
Christopher Horton, M.D., Dayton

Elizabeth Close, M.D., Chattanooga
Ronald Jarl, M.D., Hixson
Mark Thomas Pollard, M.D., Harrison

DISTRICT 4 (Tom Moore Chapter)

Kenneth Beaty, M.D., Livingston
Chet Gentry, M.D., Cookeville
Christopher Sewell, M.D., Jamestown

John Clough, M.D., Livingston
Rebekah Sprouse, M.D., Carthage
Brent D. Staton, M.D., Cookeville

DISTRICT 5
(Nathan Bedford Forrest Chapter)

Christopher Gafford, M.D., Fayetteville
T. Scott Holder, M.D., Winchester
Jay Michael Trussler, D.O., Manchester

Olan Kemp, M.D. Normandy
Marcus Lee, M.D., Tullahoma
John Patsimas, M.D., Normandy

DISTRICT 6 (Andrew Jackson Chapter) Christopher Dunlap, M.D., Murfreesboro
Richa Garg, M.D., Nashville
Craig Wright, M.D., Brentwood

S. Steve Samudrala, M.D., Brentwood
Vanessa Streicher, D.O., Murfreesboro
Alan Wallstedt, M.D., Brentwood

DISTRICT 7
(Nathan Bedford Forrest Chapter)

Meghan Bryanna Gannon, M.D., Spring Hill
Joseph “Joey” Hensley, M.D., Hohenwald
D. Gabriel ‘Gabe’ Polk, D.O., Columbia

Claude Shackelford, M.D., Spring Hill
Lang Smith, M.D., Columbia
-open-

DISTRICT 8
(Forked Deer River Chapter)

Maria Caroline Antique, M.D., Jackson
Kim Howerton, M.D., Jackson
Jason Myatt, M.D., Jackson

Gregg Mitchell, M.D., Jackson
Amanda Reiter, M.D., Huntingdon
Jerry Wilson, M.D., Milan

DISTRICT 9

Jennifer Elder Burgart, M.D., Martin
Selena Dozier, M.D., Rives
Walter Fletcher, M.D., Martin

Doreen Feldhouse, M.D., Dyersburg
Philip Warren Nanney, M.D., Paris
Joshua Drew Whitledge, D.O., South Fulton

DISTRICT 10 (Memphis Chapter)

Lee Berkenstock, M.D., Cordova
Ike Emereuwaonu, M.D., Germantown
Wm. MacMillan Rodney, M.D., Memphis

John H. Pymm, D.O., Cordova
Collins Rainey, M.D., Memphis
J.R. MacMillan Rodney, M.D., Memphis

DISTRICT 11 (Resident Chapter)

Nicholas Conley, M.D., Nashville
Christopher Hagenson, D.O., Knoxville
Justin Turner, M.D., Jackson

Louis Gamble, M.D., Memphis
Katherine Stone, D.O., Johnson City
Alexandria Cooke, M.D., Chattanooga
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Tennessee AFP Members
POST YOUR PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES AT NO COST
Tennessee AFP Members Attention:
If you are looking for a partner or a practice location,
send information, preferably by email as an MS Word
attachment to tnafp@tnafp.org or by fax to 615-370-5199.
Information for practice opportunities will be accepted
only from TNAFP members and will be placed in the
Tennessee Family Physician at no charge. You are required

Medical Building for Lease or Sale
Established primary care clinic. Physician retiring.
Great location in Cookeville, TN. If interested call
(931) 260-5013 or email dreskander@hotmail.com.

Primary Care Physician with
Experience Wanted
Primary care physician with experience wanted for
an established safety net clinic based at the Maury
County Health Department in Columbia, TN. Position
is a full-time state position with state benefits. Practice
is office based with minimal after-hours responsibility.
Contact Dr. Lang Smith at lang.smith@tn.gov or
931-490-8338, with email contact preferred.

Neighborhood Health Seeks a Chief
Clinical Officer in Nashville Area
This physician leader will simultaneously serve as the
Chief Medical Officer and supervise the Director of Dental
Services, Director of Pharmacy Services, and the Director
of Integrated Behavioral Health. Reporting directly to
the CEO, the Chief Clinical Officer will have primary
responsibility for all aspects of care delivery, provider
supervision, and quality assurance and improvement.
We encourage all interested candidates to apply as soon
as possible; please submit letters of interest and resumes
to mbighem@neighborhoodhealthtn.org; or call 615-2273000 Ext. 1007. (Neighborhood Health is a network of
13 community health centers in Nashville, Lebanon, and
Hartsville, Tennessee, providing comprehensive primary
care, integrated behavioral health, and dental services to
almost 30,000 patients. Our patients include immigrants,
residents of public housing, individuals experiencing
homelessness, and persons living with addiction. As a
federally qualified health center, we provide care without
regard to health insurance or a patient’s ability to pay.)
12 Tennessee Academy
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to include your name, address and/or telephone number
and/or fax number and/or email address, as contact
concerning opportunities will be made directly between
interested parties, and not through the Tennessee AFP.
Information will be placed in four (4) editions, unless
the Tennessee AFP is notified otherwise. Deadline for the
next issue (Winter 2018) is October 12.

Cumberland Family Practice
Is a Private Practice Group
Cumberland Family Practice is a private practice group
located in the beautiful lake community of Hendersonville, TN. Just north of Nashville, this thriving practice
is seeking a new physician to assume the patient base
of a retiring physician. Practice details include: *Wellestablished FP is retiring from Primary Care group
consisting of 4 FP’s, 3 PA’s and 2 FNP’s; *Average daily
patient office visits of 22-24 patients per physician; *Outpatient Only clinical setting as well as NH/SNF patient
coverage; *Experienced medical staff; *Patient mix:
largely adult and geriatric, with limited pediatric and no
OB or pre-natal care; *Call coverage: 1:9 (office-nursing
home via phone); *No hospital call obligation; Hospitalist
Program covers ED/unassigned patients and all admissions; *Competitive compensation package (partnership
track potential after first year) with full benefits, i.e., 401k,
malpractice insurance, disability and life insurance, CME/
travel allowance, retirement planning and student loan
assistance. Thanks for your time and we would welcome the opportunity to speak with you. Please contact
our office manager, Betty Childress, at 615.824.4244
or bchildress002@comcast.net for more information.

Family Medicine PracticeHendersonville
For Your Consideration: 24 year stable family
medicine practice. Solo physician desires to slow down
or retire completely next year. Will stay to help
provider(s) assimilate to practice. About the location:
On main street, parking at front door, handicap accessible. Rear parking for staff and rear entrance. Landlord
local and responsive. 3 LARGE exam rooms, waiting
room, business/private office, nurse and provider work
zone, break room, and 2 restrooms. About the practice:

90+% insurance, most Medicare is Health Spring. AR
lower than average, computerized appts and billing
(capable of more-Doctor’s Access software-272.03/mo),
COMCAST. Call group quite reasonable, 1 : 5, no inpt
or ER coverage. About the patients: I like to say most
of my elderly pts are playing golf, not chronically ill on
mega meds and oxygen. Many have become friends of
my family. About the staff: Nurse for 20+ years, office
manager 18 years, office help 3 mornings a week. All
will need replaced. Obviously, type of practice, kind of
patients, EMR, and staffing all flexible as desired by
provider(s)- DRs, NPs, OR PAs. Practice is on the edge
of town where there has been and will continue to be
large scale housing built. Several full and/or part time
providers could easily thrive. Terms would be quite
negotiable. Please call anytime. Contact: Stephen Bollig,
M.D., 625 E Main Street, Ste 4, Hendersonville 37075;
(c) 615-308-3381; sbollig@aol.com

Primary Care/Addiction Medicine
Physician Wanted
Primary care physician wanted to provide primary
care and addiction medicine services at Cherokee Health

Systems, an integrated primary care and behavioral
health FQHC with multiple locations in Knoxville/East
Tennessee, Chattanooga, and Memphis. Addiction
medicine experience not required, will train the interested candidate. Position is full time, outpatient only,
and may be placed at any of our locations to provide
care on-site and via telemedicine. Opportunities exist
to participate in training of family medicine residents
and to engage with community partners for the care of
patients with substance use disorders. Cherokee Health
Systems is an integrated federally qualified health center
caring for over 70,000 patients in multiple counties
across Tennessee. A nationally-recognized leader
in integrated primary and behavioral health care,
Cherokee offers physicians the opportunity to practice comprehensive outpatient primary care alongside
behavioral health providers in a collegial and efficient
setting. Enjoy a competitive compensation and benefits
package, ready access to in-house specialties of OBGYN, cardiology, and nephrology, and being part of
a caring team of health care professionals. Contact Dr.
Mark McGrail at mark.mcgrail@cherokeehealth.com
or 865-934-6748.
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LEADERS ON THE MOVE
• Congratulations
to ETSU medical
student and
TNAFP student
member, Margaret
Smith, upon her
election as Chair
of the 2019 AAFP
Student National
Conference held
each summer in
Kansas City.

INFORMATION
FOR MEMBERS

• Sherry L. Robbins, M.D. (President), Ty Webb, M.D.
(President-elect), Scott Holder, M.D. (TNAFP
Delegate to the AAFP), and Cathy represented the
Tennessee AFP at the 2018 Southeastern Family
Medicine Forum, hosted by the Florida Academy
of Family Physicians in Amelia Island on August
16-18. The SE Forum is composed of the eleven
southeastern state chapters of the AAFP.
• Reminder: The Tennessee AFP website is located at:
www.tnafp.org and offers up-to-date and current
information and also links, for your convenience, in
contacting other useful websites, such as Tennessee
Department of Health, Governor’s TennCare
Website, AAFP, CDC, Tennessee General Assembly
and many others.

• Cathy Dyer represented the TNAFP at the 2018
AAFP National Conference of Family Medicine
Residents and Medical Students in Kansas City on
August 2-4. The TNAFP exhibits with the Tennessee
Family Medicine Residencies in the “Tennessee Row”
and hosts a Friday evening Dessert Reception for all
Tennessee Medical Students, Residents and Faculty/
Staff in attendance. The Tennessee AFP supported
the attendance of 26 medical student members to
attend the 2018 Conference.

• Like the Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians
(TNAFP) Facebook page!
• Mark your 2019 calendar now for the TNAFP
Practice Enhancement Seminar, Saturday, February
23, at the Embassy Suites at Cool Springs, Franklin.

The Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians sincerely appreciates the following members serving
as the TNAFP “Wednesday” Doctor of the Day during the 2018 Legislative Session:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wm. Trae Bates, D.O., Cleveland
Kenneth Beaty, M.D., Livingston
Kenneth Bielak, M.D., Knoxville
Gregory H. Blake, M.D., Knoxville
Wes Dean, M.D., Powell
Walter Fletcher, M.D., Martin		
Beth Anne Fox, M.D., Kingsport
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jason Goolsby, D.O., Jackson
Katherine Hall, M.D., Athens
T. Michael Helton, M.D., Brentwood
Jim Holt, M.D., Johnson City
Daniel Lewis, M.D., Greeneville
Charles V. Love, M.D., Lawrenceburg
Eve Sprague, D.O., Jackson

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
2018 OUTSTANDING GRADUATING
STUDENT AWARD RECIPIENTS

Paid Advertisement

Dear TNAFP,
Thank you for choosing me as the recipient
of the 2018 Outstanding Student in Family
Medicine award for Quillen. I am honored
and humbled. The plaque looks great and the
monetary gift is generous. I am excited about
beginning my Family Medicine training in
Chattanooga. I look forward to learning
more about the specialty that I love.
Sincerely,
Katie Pannell

Katelin “Katie” McCall Pannell,
M.D., ETSU, Johnson City

Katherine C. (K.C.) McGinley,
M.D.,, UT, Memphis

Kaitlyn Weeber, M.D,
Vanderbilt, Nashville

Dear TNAFP,
I am so honored to have been chosen for the
2018 Outstanding Student in Family Medicine
award at University of Tennessee. Thank you so
much for your generosity. It has truly been my
pleasure to work with the TNAFP throughout
my time in medical school, and I feel privileged
to be in a state where there is so much support
for family medicine. I am incredibly excited to
start my residency and join the other great
family physicians in this state.
Thank you again,
K.C. McGinley

Dear Doctor Robbins & TNAFP,
Thank you very much for presenting me
with the Vanderbilt 2018 Outstanding Student
in Family Medicine award in May. I am honored to be recognized by the TNAFP, and
excited to start down my path to becoming a
family physician. My mother in particular
wanted to pass on her thanks for your kind
words. Hopefully, Vanderbilt continues to
produce more similarly interested students —
we’ve certainly appreciated all of your support
over the past few years to help us cultivate more!
Sincerely,
Kaitlyn Weeber
Tennessee Academy
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Tennessee AFP at the 2018 AAFP National
Conference of Family Medicine Residents
and Medical Students — Kansas City, August 2-4

O

nce a year, family medicine leaders and educators
come from across the nation to share their knowledge with family medicine residents and medical
students at the American Academy of Family Physicians’
National Conference of Family Medicine Residents &
Medical Students (NCFMRMS) held in Kansas City.
Your Tennessee AFP provided financial support for the
attendance of twenty-six (26) medical student members
from the four medical schools in Tennessee to attend this
year’s NCFMRMS. Additionally, the TNAFP funded the

attendance of your Resident Voting Delegate, Louis
Gamble, M.D., Baptist Family Medicine Residency,
Memphis, and your Student Voting Delegate, Bianca Hill,
Meharry School of Medicine, Nashville. The Tennessee
Family Medicine Residency Programs, along with the
Tennessee AFP, occupied booths in the Tennessee Row in
the exhibit hall at the conference.
(The Tennessee AFP thanks Heather Cavness, UT
Jackson Family Medicine Residency, for donations of
pictures from AAFP National Conference.)

Tennessee AFP Booth

ETSU Family Medicine Residencies: Bristol, Kingsport, Johnson City

UT Chattanooga Family Medicine Residency

UT Jackson Family Medicine Residency
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UT Knoxville Family Medicine Residency

UT Nashville Family Medicine Residency

Tennessee Center for Health Workforce Development

Tennessee Family Medicine Residency Programs were busy in the
exhibit hall
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Celebrating Tennessee
Tennessee AFP Dessert Reception at 2018 AAFP NCFMRMS

Gregg Mitchell, M.D., TNAFP Past
President, Moderator

John Cullen, M.D., AAFP President-elect

Lou Gamble, M.D., TNAFP Resident Voting
Delegate
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Bianca Hill, TNAFP Student Voting Delegate

RECAP OF JUNE 30, 2018
BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MEETING
• Approved no increase in Tennessee AFP Active,
Supporting, Inactive or Life dues for 2019.
• Received dates for the 2019 Tennessee AFP Practice
Enhancement Seminar and Board Meeting — February
23-24, Embassy Suites Cool Springs, Franklin.

Constituency Leaders (NCCL) held in April in conjunction with the Annual Chapter Leader Forum.
Approved the application to submit to the TNAFP
and the selection process by the TNAFP Executive
Committee.
• Approved full dues waiver for one member.

• Referred to the Executive Committee the matter of
public relation efforts to inform the Tennessee Legislature and the public about Family Medicine.
• Selected the recipient of the 2018 John S. Derryberry
M.D. Distinguished Service Award, and the 2018
Family Physician of the Year Award.
• Approved funding of one TNAFP member from each
of the five AAFP Special Constituency Groups to
attend in 2019 the annual National Conference of

• Received report from Doctor Robbins on her attendance at the American Academy of Pediatrics “Building
Effective Teams for Fluoridation” held in Chicago on
March 20-21.
• Received 2019 TNAFP Slate of Nominees from the
Nominating Committee.
Please contact Cathy at the TNAFP office for
additional information on any of these items.

EXTENDED: SPECIAL OFFER FROM THE
AMERICAN BOARD OF FAMILY MEDICINE

T

		he ABFM invites boardcertified family physicians to
enroll in PRIME Registry™
free for the first three years!
PRIME Registry is a practice
and population data tool developed
by the ABFM that safely extracts
patient data* from your electronic
health records (EHRs) and turns it
into actionable measures, presented
in an easy-to-use, personalized dashboard, maintaining its full confidentiality. PRIME not only simplifies
quality reporting for payment programs such as MIPS and CPC+, but
also allows you to better evaluate
aspects of your practice, patient
groups, and individual patients,

illuminating gaps or successes in
patient care.
Another bonus for ABFM Diplomates: the integrated Performance
Improvement (PI) activity tool allows
Diplomates to easily use EHR data
to complete PI activities and earn
points toward the ABFM continuous
certification requirements.
Coming this summer, PRIME will
add social determinant and community
resource data, showing clusters of
disease, poor outcomes, and community resources for patients and
clinics via the new Population Health
Assessment Engine (PHATE ™).
By enrolling in PRIME now, you
will secure free MIPS reporting

through PRIME in 2019, and you
will be able to take advantage of all
the features PRIME has to offer.
Ready to get started? Enroll at
primeregistry.org. Have questions?
Email prime@theabfm.org or call
877-223-7437.
* All registry data are maintained
in compliance with HIPAA, subject
to a Business Associates Agreement,
but the ABFM has gone farther to
protect your data. The registry vendor
has no rights to use identified data
without your permission, and the
ABFM purposefully cannot touch
patient data except for research
purposes and after Institutional
Review Board approval.
Tennessee Academy
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TNAFP Board Votes to Fund Special
Constituency Representatives to Attend
2019 AAFP National Conference of
Constituency Leaders (NCCL)

T

he Tennessee AFP Board of Directors at their June
30, 2018 meeting approved funding, in 2019, for
a Tennessee AFP member representative/voting
delegate in each of the five special constituency groups
to attend AAFP National Conference of Constituency
Leaders (NCCL) in Kansas City on April 25-27.
Those interested in being considered are to complete
and submit to the TNAFP the “Application to Apply for
Service as a Tennessee Academy of Family Physicians’
Representative/Voting Delegate to the AAFP’s National
Conference of Constituency Leaders (NCCL) in 2019”
by the TNAFP deadline of January 15, 2019, along with
any additional support documentation, including letters
from fellow TNAFP members. The TNAFP Executive
Committee will review all applications and all additional
documentation received, and select TNAFP representatives
to NCCL for the five special constituencies.
Those selected will serve for one year. Members apply
on a yearly basis and may be selected to serve up to three
consecutive years in the same Special Constituency category as selected by the Executive Committee. If there is
no other member of the respective Special Constituency
group to apply and/or be eligible to serve, then member
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may continue service past their three years of consecutive
service as determined by the Executive Committee.
Once representatives to attend NCCL are selected,
one person, and one alternate, will be selected by the
Executive Committee to be the formal voice to the
TNAFP Board of Directors and to provide a written
report as a group to the TNAFP Board within 60 days
of the conference. This is a non-voting position. Additionally, these two individuals will have the responsibility
of assisting in preparing the special constituency representatives for their service at NCCL and how to make
the most of that experience for the development of
leadership for the TNAFP.
All selected representatives are required to attend
NCCL sessions as they are formally representing the
TNAFP. NCCL representatives are to have dinner at
least one night during the NCCL with the officers of the
TNAFP attending the AAFP Annual Leadership Forum
(ALF) to allow bonding time with all TNAFP members
in attendance at ACLF and NCCL.
If you are interested, please contact the TNAFP office
(email: tnafp@tnafp.org) for more information and a
copy of the application to complete and submit.
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